Directions and parking for our Marlborough practice
6A London Road, Marlborough SN8 1PH (see map)
Further details are on our website (www.bramhamtherapy.co.uk/contact)

Please allow 10/15 minutes for parking (see below).
Directions from Hungerford/Salisbury: The London Road is the main road just prior to reaching the town centre. We
are located adjacent to the zebra crossing and above Hedgerose Florist.
Directions from Swindon: Continue on the A346 onto Herd Street then take the first exit at the roundabout which will
bring you onto the London Road. Take your first right immediately after this roundabout to park on The Parade.
Directions from Devizes: Continue to the other end of the High Street until you reach a small roundabout (with
Majestic Wine on your left). Take the second exit which will bring you onto the London Road. Take your first right
immediately after this roundabout to park on The Parade.
We operate by appointment only. Please ring the intercom and either your own therapist or another therapist will
answer the door and let you in. You are welcome to arrive a few minutes before your session and relax in our lovely
waiting area. You can also use this space after your session if you would like. We do not have a receptionist, so if you
arrive more than 5 minutes before your session, your therapist may be with another client and unable to answer the
door.

Please ensure you have the mobile number of your therapist in case of any delays or problems on the day of your
appointment.
Although there is no train station in Marlborough, there is a good bus service from various locations.

PARKING OPTIONS – please allow 10/15 minutes
1.

For up to two free hours, the nearest place is on the road called The Parade, SN8 1NE (map) which is opposite
our building and just a two minute walk. All spaces on this street are free for up to two hours. There is also up
to one hour free parking on London Road very near to our practice, outside Sumblers butchers (map).

2. There is a larger area of long-term paid parking at Hilliers Yard (behind Waitrose)), SN8 4BX – (map). It is an
attractive 10 minute walk from here along the river from the back corner of the Waitrose car park which will
bring you out at The Parade, passing by Krumbz coffee shop.
3. Alternatively, for long term free parking further away from the town centre, you can park on the London Road
before arriving at the small roundabout from Hungerford. There is also free long term parking at the recreation
ground on the Salisbury Road, just 100 m beyond the small roundabout as if you are driving to Burbage.

